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ln th is section, we wi ll introduce the concepts of multicastlcss membership discovery, 

dynamic load balancing, interacting with the Amazon EC2 Web service, a load 

analysis algorithm with autoscaling & autohealing cluster. Later, we wi ll look at how 

the setup has to be deployed on Amazon I:C2, the relevant configurations and other 

related aspects. 

3.1 Introduction 

The current Axis2 clustering implementation uses multicast based membership 

dtscO\ cry. Ho\vever, Amazon has rcstncted multicasting on the EC2 cloud, and also 

there is no guarantee that the nodes "'ill be added to the same mu lt icast domain. 

Preliminary investigations revealed that multicast-based discovery schemes do not 

work on EC2. Hence, we first had to implement a Well-Known Address (WKA) based 

discovery scheme. In such a scheme, a Membership Manager will be avai lable at a 

known IP address. This I P address is an Amazon Elastic lP address. The 

implementation is generic, but in the context of an EC2 setup, the well-known 

member also happens to be the primary load balancer. When a new application or load 

balancer node joins the cluster, it will first try to connect to a well-known address, and 

register itself. Then it will obtain the list of current members from the Membership .., 
\1anager. 

Each ncv. member will register'' ith this Membership Manager running on the well

known member and will receive membership change notifications. The Membership 

Manager will track the group membership vic\~' changes. The well-known primary 

load balancer member has at least one backup. I f this primary load balancer fails, a 

backup will take over from the primary load balancer, and will also assume the fP 

address of the previously well-known load balancer, thus becoming the well-known 

member. Hence the system cont inues to be avail able & operate correctly even in the 

case of well-known member fa ilure. 

A Load Analyzer will also run on the primary load balancer. This analyzer will 

periodically observe the load on an application cluster & make scale-up or scale-down 

decisions. If the perceived load seems to be htgh over a period of time, this task will 

decide to scale-up the cluster. Similarly, if the pcrcei' ed load is low over a period of 

time, this task will decide to scale-down the cluster. 
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Another task will periodically run and check whether the cluster conforms to the 

specified minimum configuration. Tf this is not met, it will start up new EC2 instances 

so that this minimum configuration is guaranteed at all times. 

3.2 Well-known Address (WKA) based membership 

~embership discovery & management are essential features of any clustered 

deployment. There arc several widely used membership schemes such as static 

membership & dynamic membership. In a static scheme, the members in the cluster 

are preconfigured; new or unkno-wn members cannot join the group. In dynamic 

schemes, new members can join or leave the group at any time. For an Amazon EC2 

cluster which autoscales, we require a dynamic membership scheme. In such a 

scheme, the traditional manner in which membersh ip is discovered and managed is 

based on IP multicast. ln such an approach, when a new member joins the group, it 

will send a MEMBER JOINED multicast to a designated multicast socket. All 

members in a given group should use the same multicast lP address and port. 

Subsequently, this member will multicast heartbeat signals. All members will 

periodically multicast heartbeat signals. The failure detectors running on all members 

will keep track of the heartbeats and if a heartb~at is not received from a member 

within a specified interval. will catcgori7c this member as suspected. Once again, 

when the heartbeat is received, this member\>,.. ill be categorized as available. 

On a cloud computing environment such d's AmaLon EC2, multicasting is generally 

not possible. This is because the IP addresses for each image instance is automatically 

assigned by Amazon, and generally these will not belong to the same multicast 

domain. Also, multicasting will not be possible across Amazon's availability zones. 

However. Amazon has explicitly disabled multicasting on its networks for obvious 

reasons. 
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: WK-Member(A) : Non WK-rv'lember(A) · Group A 

JOIN 

'•1F•1BER_jOINcD 

v1Erv1BER_U ST(A' 

Figure 6: Member joins group 

We introduce a well-known address (WKA) based membership discovery & management 

scheme which can be used on environments where multicasting is not possible. In this setup, 

there are one or more members which arc assigned with well-known IP addresses. All other 

members arc aware about these well-known members. At least one well known member 

should be started up before any other member. It is also possible to assign a well-known 

address to the member which started up first. An clastic IP address can be assigned to this first 

member. When other members boot-up, they will try to contact one or more well-known 

members by sending a JOIN message. The well-known member will add this nev, member to 

its membership list, notify all other members about this new member joining by sending a ... 
MEMBER JOINED message to the group, and \\ill send the MEMBER_LTST message to the 

newly joined member. NO\\, all group members will be aware about this new member joining. 

and the new member will leam about tts group membership. This is illustrated in Figure 6. 

: Member(A) : WK-Member(A) 

'•1Er•1BER_LI S~\ A:. 

Figure 7: Well-known member rejoins after crashing 

The possibility of one or more well-known members failing is always there. Jn such 
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an event, when the well-known member rejoins, it would have lost all knowledge 

about the membership. However, when a well -known member rejoins, all other 

members can detect this event. The other members wi II notify about the group 

membership by sending MEMBER LIST messages to the newly rejoined well-known 

member. This is illustrated in Figure 7. 

One drawback in this setup is that if all well-known members fail, new members 

will not be able to join the group. HoweYer, the existing members will continue to 

function correctly. Members failing subsequently can also be detected since each 

member watches out for a TCP ping heartbeat from all other known members. On 

Amazon EC2, the elastic IP address can be remapped to another member within 

seconds, hence the cluster recovers very quickly. Therefore, this deployment will 

continue to function correctly at all times. 

3.3 Fault Resilient Dynamic Load Balancing 

Static load balancing involves a static application group. The details of such a 

group are provided using a static configuration file. The shortcoming of this 

traditional approach is that members outside this-. group cannot join, and the IP 

addresses of such members should be known beforehand. Clearly, this approach is not 

suitable for deployment on EC2. Using group communication mechanisms, dynamic 

load balancing can be achieved. For fault resilience and avoiding single points of 

failure, the load balancers also need to be replicated. The load balancer can handle 

multiple application groups. Application members can join or leave their respective 

groups. The load balancers should be able to detect these membership changes. 

Hence, the load balancers need to be part of the application groups as well as shown in 

Figure 8. In this setup, the load balancers will be aware of membership changes in the 

load balancer group as well as the application groups. But the application group 

members (i.e. members in Group A & Group B) will not be generally aware of 

membership changes in the load balancer group. 
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Figure 8: Load balancer & application groups 

The exception is when a load balancer member also happens to be a well-known 

member. In such a scenario, all members in all groups wi ll be able to detect the well

known load balancer member leaving the group or rejoining the group. 

~ 
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Figure 9: Active-passive load balancers with Elastic JP 

The Web service clients will only be aware of the elastic IP address of the load 

balancer. in this case 75.10 I .131.185 (shown in Figure 9), and will send their requests 

to this lP address. This load balancer node, LB I, also acts as a well-known member, 

hence membership management will revolve around LB I. Elastic IPs provided by 

Amazon can be remapped to a different Amazon Machine Instance (AMI) at any time. 

In the case ofLBl failing, this even will be automatically detected by the passive LB2 

load balancer member which will remap the elastic IP to itself. So this setup is self-
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healing. Client requests that were sent at the exact moment of LB l failing, or before 

the responses were sent by LBI, wil l fail. However, subsequently, cl ients can retry 

and continue. Application membership will also continue to work once the elastic IP 

has been remapped. 

"-f't'n~t\h!J)( ,. I\ I 'If'lf'l • 

t t 
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LB, M~mbt'nhip(hannet.., -- Uh 

L Meo, ~r,hll) ( haf'\t, tl , 

_] 
t i t 
B B, B. 

Figu re 10: Membership channel archit ecture 

All load balancer members arc connected to all membership channels of all groups as 
... 

illustrated in Figure 10. Hence all load balancer)) can detect membership changes in all 

groups, including the load balancer group. The application members are only 

connected to the membership channels of corresponding to the respective groups. 
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Figure II : Initialization channel architecture 

State replication messages & member initialization messages will only be sent within 

the respective groups, hence there will be no interference. This is because there arc 

separate channels corresponding to the different groues for this purpose, as illustrated 

in Figure ll. 

As shown in Figure 12, LB I is a well-known member and another application 

member, AppMember(A) which belongs to group A joins. In this scenario, LB I which 

is a well-known member, also happens to be · a load balancer. A new application 

member, AppMember(A) which belongs to Group A, initiates a join by sending a 

JOIN message to the well-known LB l member via Group A's membership channel. 
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: AppMember(A) : LBl(WK) ·Group A :Group LB 

JOIN 

~1 EMBi:;.{_JU :NEDiA .' 

\llE: :·13E=I.JOI ~E:CHA : 

•'•1E~•1BER_ !..!S- Ai 

Figure 12: Application member j oins. A load balancer is also a weU-known m ember 

Next, LB l will notify al l members in Group A as well as all the members in the load 

balancer group, Group LB, about this new member joining by sending 

MEMBER_JOINED messages to these groups via the respective membership 

channels of these groups. Finally, LB I will send the MEMBER_LIST(A) to 

AppMember(A) notifying AppMember(A) about its group membership via Group A's 

membership channel. When AppMember(A) receives this message, it will notice that 

the well-known member docs not actually belong to itS> group, hence will remove LB I 

from its Group membership list. Therefore, state replication messages in Group A will 

not be sent to LBI. However, AppMember(A) will be able to detect the failure of 

LBL but will not send any state replication or group management messages to LBI. 
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Figure 13: A non-WK load balancer joins 

As shown in Figure 13, when a load balancer (LB2) which is docs not have a well

known address joins, it will send the JOfN message to a well-known peer load ... 
balancer (LBl) via the membership channel of Group LB. Now LBl will notify the 

load balancer group (Group LB) about the nc\v load balancer member LB2 joining by 

sending a MEMBER JOINED(LB2) message to the load balancer group, Group LB. 

The newly joined load balancer member, LB~. docs not have knowledge about the 

membership of the load balancer group (Group LB) or the application domain groups 

(Group A, Group B up to Group n), in this case. Hence, the well-known load balancer, 

LB I, will inform about the memberships of the different groups by sending a series of 

messages; MEMBER_LTST(LB) followed by MEMBER_LIST{A), 

MEMBER_LIST{B) up to MEM BER_LIST(n) via the respective membership 

channels. Once this process has been completed successfully, the new load balancer 

member LB2 would be deemed to have successfully joined. 
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:Al :81 : LB2 : LBl(WK) 
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Figure 14: A well-known load balancer rejoins after crashing 

In the event of a well-known member failing, the setup can continue to function correctly. 

Ilowever, new members cannot join the di ffcrent groups. This is true for members in the load 

balancer group, Group LB, as well as all application groups. We need to note that members 

leaving the respective groups will be detected by all members in the respective groups. This 

will be further discussed in the Failure detection section. However, when the well-known 

member becomes available, the groups can continue to grow, since new members can once 

again join. A recovery procedure takes place'' hen a well-lalbwn member rejoins after failing. 

When a well-known member (LB I 111 this case) reJOins. all members in all groups can detect 

th1s. Once they detect LB I rejoming, the) '"ill 1nform LB I about the group membership of 

their respective groups by sending MEMDER LIST messages via the respective membership 

channels. 

The message exchange sequence for this scenario has been shown in Figure 14. 

3.4 Dynamic Load Balancing with Load Analysis 

When the load increases, the primary load balancer will spaW11 riew Axis2 application 

instances, and these instances will join the group. In order to detect changes in the 

load, a load analyzer will execute on the primary load balancer. When the load 

increases beyond specified thresholds, new Axis2 application instances will be started, 

and when the load drops below specified thresholds, unnecessary application instances 

will be terminated. The load balancers it sci f can be deployed in their own cluster in 

order to increase availability. Typically, such a cluster will contain 2 load balancer 
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instances; an active and passive instance each. We will later introduce a load analysis 

algorithm which wi ll be executed on the active load balancer. 

3.5 Failure Detection 

Failure detection is an important requirement for any clustering implementation. 

Detecting failures in an asynchronous set up is a theoretical impossibility. This is 

mainly because we cannot set an upper bound on time in such an environment. In [19) 

Vogcls argues that we do not assume that some person is deceased just because he 

does not answer the phone, we will do some background investigation like asking his 

landlord or neighbors, checking whether the electricity & water is being consumed 

and so on. The point is, timeouts at the transport layer are not always sufficient for 

failure detection. We can consult other data sources such as the Operating System 

where the process runs, usc information about status of network routing nodes or can 

augment with application-specific solutions. In other words, some sort of extemal 

failure detection mechanism would generally provide better results. Anyway, this will 

not detect processes that seem to be UNSUSPECTED but arc not working correctly. 

In other words, Byzantine failures cannot be detected. A robust Group 

Communication Framework can utilize these techniques to detect process failure witlv ~,'fi.. OF A!o~ 
/ ":? ~· 

a higher degree of certainty which \\ill suffice in all practical situations. Howevet ... r LIBRARY ~ 

such a setup will take longer to detect a failure due to the overhead involve& .l:lo 

Therefore, we may have to live with a trade off; Unreliable Failure Detectors. Such a 

failure detector will set the status of a process to SUSPECTED, if a heartbeat is not 

received from the process within a certain time interval. Also, if the process fails soon 

after sending the heartbeat, the failure detector will still continue to classify the 

process as UNSUSPECTED. 
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3.6 Deployment Architecture 
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Figure 15: Deployment on EC2 

A load balancer group, running identical AM Is of the Apache Synapse load balancer 

fronts an application group, which runs identical AMls of Apache Axis2. As 

illustrated in Figure 15, both these types of groups can run in the cloud. Two Amazon 

EC2 security group, one for the load balancers & the other for the Axis2 application 

instances, need to be created. Pennissions must be granted for members in both 

groups to communicate with each other. Also, in the load balancer security group. the 

relevant HTTP & HTTPS ports should be open. 
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Typically, the load balancer group will have one active and one passive Synapse load 

balancer. The active load balancer instance is assigned with an clastic IP address. This 

IP address also serves as the well-known address for the entire deployment. In the 

case of failure of the active load balancer, the passive load balancer will notice this 

failure, reassign the well-known clastic TP address to itself, enable its HTTP 

transports, and mark itself as the active load balancer. It will also fire up another load 

balancer AMI instance so that the system docs not completely fail, if the second load 

balancer also fails. So generally, there will always be two load balancer AMis 

executing. State replication specific to load balancing will take place within the load 

balancer group. Although it is possible to completely turn off state replication, it is 

unlikely that it will be done in the case of the load balancer group since some of the 

critical operations in Synapse such as access throttling & caching rely on this state, 

and if these states arc not replicated and a fail urc occurs, the SLAs cannot be met. 

The Apache Axis2 application nodes are unaware about the load balancers and the 

load balancer group. However these nodes arc aware about the members in their own 

application group. Therefore, state replication can take place between the nodes in this 

group, if it has been enabled in the configuration provided using the axis2.xml file. 

When new application nodes join the group or existing application nodes leave the 

group, all other correct application nodes will be able to detect these view changes. 

The correct application nodes will not try to forward any group communication 

messages to the nodes deemed as failed. 

The load balancer nodes are special nodes which belong to multiple groups. They 

belong to a load balancer group as well as the application groups they are load 

balancing . 

.......... • > .. dTtnall" true 
.lppl i, .IIIII nl)o II 

•a m• apachc.axis2.app.domain 
org.apache.axis2.clustering.DcfaullLoadBatanccEvcntHandlcr 

oaciBal.irll.r 

The clustering configuration section in the axis2.xml of the load balancer defines one 

or more applicationDomain entries. These entries specify the name of the application 

groups being load balanced. The handler attribute specifics the implementation class 

through which Synapse can be notified of changes in the application domain 

membership. The above XML segment specifics that the load balancer is responsible 
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for load balancing across the apache.axis2.app.domain appl ication group. The 

deployment should be configured properly so that the axis2.xml files of the nodes in 

the apache.axis2.app.domain group specify this value for the value of the domain 

parameter. It is this information that enables the load balancer nodes to become part of 

the application groups. Any membership view changes, in the load balancer group or 

application group, by way of nodes crashing, network link failures or new nodes 

joining can therefore be detected by the load balancers. When an application node 

fails, the load balancer will no longer try to forward requests to that failed node. When 

a new node joins, the load balancer will start forwarding requests to that newly joined 

node. It is also possible to configure an application group purely for scalability, in 

which case state replication is not necessary. Such a setup will have better 

performance than a system configured for state replication due to the overheads 

involved with state replication. 

The extemal Web service clients on ly sec a particular IP, in this case the elastic lP, 

and will connect to the node having that IP. In this setup, this wi ll be the active load 

balancer, which has the clastic rP address assigned to it. The requests received will be 

load balanced across the application group, according to a specified load balancing 

algorithm. The load balancing algorithm can be specified in the Synapse 

configuration. There is no guarantee that all the reque~ts from a particular client will 

be forwarded to the same application node in the general case. However, if sticky 

sessions are used, all the requests from a particular client will always be directed to 

the same application node throughout the session. However, such HITP sessions are 
c 

not migrated, hence in the event of a failure of the application node, all the work a 

client was doing will be lost, and the client may have to start all over again. It is 

possible that a request from a particular client is forwarded by the load balancer to an 

Axis2 application node and that application node fails whi le processing that request. 

In such a scenario, if fai lover has been enabled in the load balancer, the request will be 

forwarded to another node, if sticky sessions arc not used. There can also be the case 

of the active load balancer failing while a client is invoking or trying to invoke it. In 

such a case, the passive load balancer will reassign the clastic IP address to itself. This 

will take at most a few seconds. The client can retry its request, and start over. 

Therefore, the failure of the primary (active) load balancer does not result in complete 

system failure. So the system can be' iewed as an auto-healing system. 
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The autoscaling logic also resides on the load balancer. Jt is the most convenient & 

appropriate place to put the autoscaling functionality since the load balancer is the 

most suitable component in the system to gather data & statistics on the load on the 

cluster. While the system is in operation, the active load balancer keeps track of the 

number of requests in flight, and based on that value, makes decisions on autoscaling. 

Jf the load balancer perceives that the load is above a certain configured threshold for 

a a certain period, it may decide that the load on the application group is high and 

spawn a new application node instance. Similarly, if the load balancer perceives that 

the load on a certain group of application nodes is 10\-vcr that some specified threshold, 

it may terminate a few application node instances. However, if high availability is 

required, the application group should have at least two nodes running. If only 

scalability is required, having only a single application node will suffice. However, 

the load balancer node should periodically check and make sure that at least one 

instance of the application node AMI is running, even when only scalability is 

required. 

.., 
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3.7 Apache Synapse Autoscaling Load Balancer 

3.7.1 Normal Message Flow 
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In the Synapse load balancer, the request from a client is intercepted by the 

Autosca/elnMediator. This mediator generates a universally unique ID (UUID) for 

this message, and records that UUID, along with the timestamp in the Message!D List. 

Next, the message reaches the SendMediator, which calls the 

DynamicLoadBalanceEndpoint. The dynamic load balancing logic will dispatch the 

request to an appropriate application node endpoint, depending on the load balancing 

algorithm. This is known as the fN med iation in the main sequence. 

If the Axis2 node successfully processed the request, the OUT sequence will start to 

be executed. The first mediator in this sequence, AutoscaleOutMediator, will remove 

the entry in the Message!D List corresponding to the message with the UuiD of the 

message in the IN sequence. Next the SendMediator \vithin the QI_;T mediator in the 

main sequence will be called. at which point the response will be sent to the client 

'' hich originally sent the request. 
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At any point in time, the length of the Message!D List represents the number of 

requests currently being served, or the number of requests in flight. In general, if the 

load on the cluster is high, there will be more requests in flight and hence the length of 

the Message/D List will be relatively large, over a observed time period. 

A LoadAnalyzerTask will periodically check the length of the Message!D List, and 

infer whether the load on the cluster is high, low or nonnal. Synapse supports 

registration .of tasks which will be run at specified intervals. The LoadAnalyzerTask 

is such a Synapse task, which is configured using the synapsc.xml file. Over several 

observation cycles, if the McssagciD List length is beyond a certain configured 

threshold, this task will infer that the load on the cluster is high, and will spawn a new 

AM I instance. It will still continue to observe the list's length over several iterations, 

and looking at the list length will decide whether the load has reduced. If the load has 

still not reduced, it will spawn one more instance and continue. This may continue 

until a specified upper limit on the number of AMis is reached. Similarly, if over 

several observation cycles, if the list's length is zero or almost zero, it will check the 

number of currently running instances & if that number is greater than 2, it will kill an 

instance. An instance which is currently processing a client request should not be 

killed. This can be easily done since the Message!D List holds the Synapse 

MessageContext which contains the IP address of the "node to which the load balanced 

request was dispatched to. That IP address value can be compared against the IP 

address of an AMI which is designated to be killed. 

Communicating with the Amazon EC2 is via seC:ured Web service calls. All requests 

have to be signed using the private key belonging to the Amazon Web Service account 

holder. The generated WS-Security BinarySecurityToken has to be sent along with 

each request. An EC2 Client library was developed using Apache Axis2 client 

libraries for Web service invocation and Apache Rampart for WS-Security related 

functions. It is using this client library that the LoadAnalyzerTask communicates with 

the Amazon EC2 Web service, to launch new instances, tenninate instances & get 

information about instances. The nonnal message flow has been depicted in Figure 16. 
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3.7.2 Error Message Flow 
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Figure 17: E rror flow 
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While dispatching a request to an application node or after a request is dispatched to 

an application node, an error can occur. If an application node crashes after a request 

is dispatched to it or while the request is being dispatched to it, and failover has been 

enabled on the DynamicLoadhalance£ndpoint the load balancer will try to dispatch . 
the request to a different application node. However, if all such nodes crash, the 

FaultSequence will take effect. In this sequence, the AutoscaleOutMediator will 

remove the message placed in the Message!D List and forward the request to the 

MakeFaultMediator, which will create a fault message and hand it over to the 

SendMediator, which will send the fault message to the client. Similarly, if the client 

crashes after sending the request but before receiving the response, the FaultSequence 

will take effect. This ensures that stale messages do not remain in the Message!D List. 

The error message flow has been depicted in Figure 17. 
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Figure 18: ~ynapsc.xml 
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Figure 18 shows a typical synapsc.xml configuJifltion file for the Synapse load 

balancer. The main sequence section defines the In & Out list mediators. These arc 

simply mediators which aggregate other mediators. The InMediator defines the 

autoscaleln mediator, send mediator & drop mediator in that order. This mean, when a 

message is received by the load balancer, it \V'ill first hit the AutoscaleinMediator & 

then the SendMediator. Within the SendMediator, the DynamicLoadBalanceEndpoint 

will be called. The load balancing algorithm can be specified in the 

DynamicLoadBalanceEndpoint configuration section. Even though it defaults to 

RoundRobin load balancing, other implementations can easily be provided. For a 

practical scalabi lity cluster, generally it is better to set fai lover to "true" so that the 

operation can be retried while the failure is transparent to the client. However, this 

may not be possible if sticky sessions are used. In such a configuration, the client has 

to be notified about the failure righ t away. 
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Note that the members in the appl ication group have not been defined in this 

configuration. The membership of the application group is inferred through group 

communication semantics. 

Finally, a DropMediator has been added to the end of the sequence to indicate that it 

ts the end of the message sequence. The OutMediator defines the 

AutoscaleOutMediator & Send"vfediator in that order. Towards the end, the 

errorHandler sequence has been defined to deal with client failures or failure of an 

entire cluster of application nodes. 

Separating out the autoscale mediators also has another advantage; if autoscaling is 

not desired but only dynamic load balancing is required, simply removing the 

autoscale mediator entries in the synapse configuration file will be sufficient. 

3.8 Load Analyzer Task 

This Synapse task periodically runs and monitors the load on the system, and makes 

scale up or scale down decisions. 

3.8.1 Load Analysis Task Configuration .., 

This is the task configuration section in the synapsc.xml file which configures the 

LoadAnalyzerTask. The task configuration XML fragment is shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: LoadAnalyzerTask configuration in synapsc.xml 

Table 2 describes the different parameters that are used for configuring the 
LoadAnalyzerTask, as well as the purpose of each of those parameters. 

Table 2: LoadAnalyzerTask configuration param~rs 

ec2PrivateKey File path to the EC2 private key file 
ec2Cert File path to the EC2 certificate key file 
instance Type EC2 instance type of the instances to be launched 
apphcationGroup EC2 group in which the Axis2 application instances 

should be launched 

loadBalanccrGroup EC2 group in which the load balancer instances should be 
launched 

instanccAdditionallnfo Additional information about the instances 
key The A WS key to be used when launching the instances. 

This would be needed if we have to connect to the 
running instances using SSH 

applicationPayload The file path of the application payload file. This payload 
has instance specific configuration & will be sent when 
Axis2 instances are launched. 

load BalancerPayload The file path of the load balancer payload li I e. This 
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payload has instance specific configuration & will be sent 
when load balancer instances are launched. 

elasticiP Elastic TP address which wil l be assigned to the primary 
load balancer 

messageExpiryTime The maximum time the message tokens need to be kept in 
the Message!D List 

maxA ppl nstances \!1aximum number of application instances the system 
should scale up to 

minApplnstances Ylinimum number of application instances that should be 
kept running, even when the load is low 

minLoadBalancerlnstances Minimum number of load balancer instances that need to 
be maintained 

qucueLengthPer~ode Average Length ofthe MessageTD List per Axis2 node, 
which indicates that the system may need to be scaled up 
or scaled down. This gives an indication to about the 
maximum number of concurrent requests that can be 
processed by a single Axis2 node within a reasonable 
time period. If the average queue length is greater than the 
(queueLengthPerNodc x number of Axis2 nodes), the 
system is scaled up. 

roundsT oA verage This is the minimum number of observations that arc 
needed to make a scale up or scale down decision. A 
circular array which contains number of messages in 
flight are stored in this array, and periodically averaged, if 
the size of this array is greater than 'roundsToAveragc' 

instanccsPerScaleUp Number of EC2 instances that need to be started up, when 
the decision is made to scale up the system 

Trigger interval The time interval at which the LoadAnalyzerTask runs 

3.9 Load Analysis Algorithm 

The AutoscalelnMediator creates a UUlD for each incoming message and places it in 

the MessagelD List. Before the corresponding response is· sent to the caller, this 

message is removed from that list by the AutoscaleOutMediator. The 

LoadAnalyzerTask periodically tuns and observes the length of this list (listLength ), 

and places that length into another array which will be later used to compare the 

moving average over a period of time. This average value gives an indication of the 

load on the system. The pseudo code of the load analysis algorithm is given below. 
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BEGIN 
tf (instancesBeingStartedUp > 0) 

return 

messageldUstLengths add(sizeof(msgldLtst size)). 

tf (sizeof(messageldListLengths) > roundsToAverage) 
messageldlistlengths.remow(O), I/ Ensure CirCular queue behavior 

else 
return· 

for each item in messageldLtstLengths 
total = total + item 

long avgMgldUstLength =total/ roundsToAverage, 

if ( avgMgldlistlength > current Axis2 nodes • queueLengthPerNode) ) // Scale up situation 
if ( runningEC21nstances < maxlnstances) 

start new EC2 instances 
else if ( avgMgldlistl ength < (( current Axis2 nodes- 1) • queueLengthPerNode)) II Scale down situation 

if ( runningEC21nstances > min Instances) 

END 

for(Runn ingE C21nstances) 
if (running time in the hour >=58 minutes ) 

terminate an EC2 instance 

3.9.1 Making the Scale-Up Decision 

If the average length of the Message I D List (avgMgldListLength) is greater than th 

queueLengthPerNode multiplied by the number of currentl y running nodes. it .., 
indicates that the system needs to be scaled up. However, if currently there arc 

instances being started up, we do not try to scale up the system, but wait till those 

instances have started up. This is because it takes a few minutes for instances to start 

up & join the application group. The system is scaled up by starting a specified . 
number (instancesPerScaleUp) of EC2 instances, if the maximum number of allowed 

instances (maxlnstances) in the system has not been exceeded. 

3.9.2 Making the Scale-Down Decision 

If the average length of the MessageiD List (avgMgldListLength) is less than (number 

of Axis2 nodes - I ) multiplied by queueLeng1hPerNode the system may need to be 

scaled-down. If the currently running number of instances is greater than the 

minimum number of instances (minlnstances) that should be running, the system may 

be scaled down. However, the system will check the time the instance was started at, 

and if its running time has run into another hour, it will not be terminated until it gets 
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close to the end of that hour. This is because, the instance hour has been already 

charged for by Amazon. 

3.10 EC2 Client Library 

Controlling the Amazon EC2 setup is handled through Web service invocations to the 

Amazon EC2 Web ser.·ice. All the communication with the Amazon EC2 services is 

handled using the EC2 Client library. This library completely abstracts out the 

complexities associated with securely communicating\\ ith the EC2 Web service. 

3.11 Handling Primary Load Balancer Failure 

The load balancer group should contain at least 2 node balancer nodes in order to 

avoid a single point of failure. Typically an active & passive node balancer will be 

deployed. The active load balancer is also called the primary load balancer. All 

requests will be received by the active load balancer. The clastic IP address wi ll be 

assigned to the active load balancer. If the active load balancer fails, the passive load 

balancer will try to contact the active load balancer & verify that it has actually failed. 

If it is positive that the active load balancer has failed, the passive load balancer will 

reassign the elastic lP address to itself. tcm1inate the active load balancer EC2 

instance if it is still running, enable its transport listeners, start another load balancer 

instance which will take on the role of being the passive load balancer, and finally 

mark itself as the active load balancer. Clients that were connected to the originally 

active load balancer will experience a failure. However, within a few seconds, those . 
clients can resend their requests and these requests will be successfully processed. 

Hence this system is auto-healing as well, since it can automatically recover from such 

failures. We will later show how a Synapse task which docs sanity check can 

periodically observe the cluster & maintain the minimum number of required 

instances. 

3.12 Axis2 Application Cluster 

The nodes in the Axis2 application cluster are the real worker nodes which host the 

Web ser.rice applications. Such a cluster may be configured for scalability only, or 

both scalability & high availability. In the latter case, state replication is a 

requirement. Axis2 best practices specifics that the Web services implementation 
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should be stateless. However, state can be maintained in the Axis2 context hierarchy. 

More specifica lly, java.io.Serializable objects stored in the respective 

ServiceContexts, ScrviceGroupContexts & ConfigurationContext, can be 

automatically replicated across the cluster. The service authors need not write a single 

line of cluster-aware code; the Axis2 clustering implementation will completely take 

care of the replication, provided that Context management has been enabled in the 

axis2.xml file. This is done by enabling the contextManager entry in that file. Axis2 

clustering also lets the author ha\'e more control over the state replication if required. 

The author could choose the specific objects in specific contexts that need to be 

replicated and notify Axis2 that those objects need to be replicated, as and when he 

chooses. 

<<:luster <llss 
<JiilrilJleter t >t r ue<;par;unrtPr> 

'>114- cl</llilramP tpr· > war ane ter na~r.P~ · 
<paraneter· n....n:e- · 
<paraneter· n.me·· '·' 
<paraneter nal!:P · 

>apache. ax1s2. app . <1 oma1 n</ildr.me ler·> 
'> t r ue</P.U anc lcr> 

·, >10</lli\/' ilrllcteo 

<rremller·s > 
<nerber> 

<host"'ane>iEl astl clP</host"'are> 
<POrt>4000</POI b 

</re~tber > 
</nerber S> 

<<ontP\ t'1anager· ( 1 d"'>-
enallle 

<listener ldSs 
<r·epl i<atiort> 

<11e faul ts> 

> 

<C\C 1 ude '!are.-·· • 1> 
<e\clude nM.e " I> 

</de raul t<;> 
</r'eplHatl or1> 

<./<Onte\ tManager·> 
</< lus ler ·> 

Figure 20: axis2.xml in application node 

... 

· enable '> 

/> 

Figure 20 shows the clustering configuration section of an Axis2 application node. 

We will look at the important parameters in this configuration. 

The membershipSclreme parameter should be set to wka in order to make the 

cluster work on EC2. This indicates that well-known address based membership 

discovery should be used. The domain parameter specifies the application group to 

which the Axis2 nodes belong to. This should be same as the applicationDomain 

parameter specified in the synapse.xml file of the load balancer. In the member 
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configuration section it would suffice to provide the clastic lP address of the well

known primary load balancer. Membership management in this setup revolves around 

the well-known active load balancer, which has the elastic TP address assigned to it. 

3.13 Deployment on EC2 

In this section. we will look at ho~ the autoscaling system can be setup on EC2 & 

how the different configurations arc maintained on S3. We have created a single AMI 

which contains the load balancer as well as Axis2. When an instance of an AMI is 

launched, it is provided with a payload which contains pointers to the deployment 

configuration. Specifically, there is a launch-params file in the payload which 

specifies the INSTANCE_ TYPE of the AMI. If the fNSTANCE_TYPE was 'synapse', 

it will behave as a load balancer instance & if the TNST ANCE TYPE was 'axis2' it 

will behave as an Axis2 instance. It is mandatory to provide this payload when 

launching an instance of this AMI. If the payload is unavailable, the instance will 

behave as an ordinary instance, and Synapse or Axis2 will not be automatically 

launched. An EC2 instance can retrieve its launch payload by sending an HTTP GET 

request to 

itself by sending an HTTP GET request to 

It can also get information about 
... 

A cron job which runs every minute is registered in the AMI. The job is specified in a 

shell script, autoscale-init.sh. This script is shown in Figure 21. The autoscale-init.sh 

script also ensures that either the synapse proeess or Axis2 process is always running. 

Ifnot, it will automatically start the relevant process. This is done by calling 'start' on 

the synapse daemon or axis2 daemon. 
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Axis2 & Synapse require their own configuration files during startup. Such 

configuration files cannot be placed in an AMI since then the AMI will need to be 

rcbundled if the the configuration needs to be changed. Hence such configuration files 

will be maintained in an S3 bucket. Axis2 & Synapse instances will have different S3 

bucket folders from which they will load their respective configurations. When an 

AMI starts up, it will load the configuration files from a specified bucket using the 

s3sync [24] tool. A Unix in it script \\ill call s3sync to load the relevant configuration 

files during the booting process of the AMI. How s3sync is called is shown in Figure 

21. 

3.13.1 Sta rting up an Axis2 Instance 

An Axis2 instance requires an axis2.xml file in order to obtain its configuration. There 

may be other specific configuration Iiles that may be needed. Such fi les are obtained 

from a specified S3 bucket during bootup. This is shown by the 'Load configuration' 

arrow in Figure 22. In addition, the Axis2 services that need to be deployed should 

also be loaded. The services & modules repository arc maintained in the same S3 

bucket. Loading of the services & modules during bootup using s3cmd is shown by 

the 'Load repo' arrow in Figure 22. 
.., 

Axis21nstance 

Load configura tion 

S3 Bucket 

Figure 22: Axis2 instance boot up 

The following script segment shows how the Axis2 S3 bucket & the local Axis2 

instance's configuration & repository directory. are synchronized. 
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11 1 !bin/bash 

export A WS ACCESS K.FY ID••• • •• • ••••• •• •••••••• • ••• 
export A WS SECRFT- ACCESS KJ:::YR••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
export S3 _ o"lR"llutoscilews:axts21r~'Posnory/ 
export LOCAL_DIR~-ta\ts2/ 

s3sync.rb -r --make-dtl"' SS3 DIR SUX'AI. DIR 

3.13.2 Starting up a Synapse Load Balancer Instance 

In the case of the Synapse load balancer, the we need to load the synapse.xml & 

axis2.xml files from the S3 bucket. The cluster configuration section in the axis2.xml 

file is needed to properly setup the cluster. Synapse makes use of the underlying 

Axis2 clustering implementation. This is used for state replication within the load 

balancer gTOup as well as discovering & managing Axis2 application instances. 

Loading the configuration needed during Synapse startup is shown by the 'Load 
~ 

configuration' arrow in Figure 23. 

... 

Synapse load Balancer Instance 

load conf•gurat•on 

S3 Bucket 

Figure 23: Synapse load balancer instance startup 

The following script segment shows how the Synapse load balancer's S3 bucket & the local 

Synapse instance's configuration directory, arc synchronized. · 

II! !bin/bash 

export A WS ACCESS K.FY ID• •••••• •• • •• •• ••••• •• 
export AWS_SECRET ACCESS KJ!Y· ·•••••••••••••• .. •••• 
export 53 DIR=autoscalews·synapseireposnory'conf 
export LOCAL_DIR-- S)napse•reposnory/ 

s3s)nc.rb -r ·-make-dil"' $53 DIR SLOC' AI DIR 
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3.13.3 Auto-starting & Auto-healing a Cluster 

Starting up each & every load balancer node & the initia l set of Axis2 application 

nodes can be quite cumbersome. Hence, this task has to be automated. The system has 

been designed in such a way that only the primary Synapse instance needs to be 

manually started. This instance is marked as 'Initial Instance' in Figure 24. When this 

initial instance starts up, it will load its configuration file from a specified S3 bucket. 

This configuration file specifies information about the number of load balancer EC2 

instances that should be available in the system, the Elastic IP address of the primary 

load balancer instance, as well as the minimum number of Axis2 application 

EC2instances that need to be available in the system. The autoscale-init.sh script will 

launch a Synapse instance. When Synapse starts up, a task will look at the minimum 

configuration of the system & will start up the necessary number of nodes. The initial 

instance started up should be a load ba lancer instance & this instance will take on the 

responsibility of assigning the Elastic IP to its EC2 instance & booting up the other 

load balancer instances & Axis2 application node instances. This process is known as 

bootstrapping a cluster (Figure 24) . This is achieved with a Synapse Task . 

... 

LB Group Axis2 App Group 

S3 Bucket 

Figure 24: Bootstrapping the system 

This task periodically runs & checks the health of the cluster. It checks whether the 

minimum number of load balancer instances & Axis2 application nodes are running in 
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the system. If not, it will startup up load balancer & Axis2 application node instances 
so that the minimum requirement is met at all times. 

3.14 Failure Scenarios 

In this section, we wi ll take a look at some of the different types of failures that can 
occur in this system, and possible ways of recovering from these failures. 

3.14.1 Load Balancer Failure 

If the primary load balancer EC2 instance crashes, the secondary load balancer wil l 
detect the failure & remap the elastic IP address to itself, and spawn another load 
balancer instance which will then become the secondary load balancer. Clients which 
were connected to the old primary load balancer will notice this failure. However, 
when they retry after a few seconds, they will be able to connect to the instance which 
remapped itself to the secondary load balancer. A spli t brain scenario will not occur 
since the instance which has the elastic TP addressed mapped to it, will automatically 
be considered as the primary. In the case of the secondary load balancer EC2 instance 
crashing, the primary load balancer will start another new instance of a load balancer . .., 

The EC2 instance may be running but the load balancer process might have crashed, 
frozen, or gone into a failed state. There arc several ways in which we can recover 
from such a failure. There is a cron job running within the EC2 instance which 
periodically tries to connect to the HTTP & IITTPS ports of the load balancer. Ifthesc 
ports arc inaccessible, the cron job will locate the fai led process, kill it & start a new 
process. The JVM can become frozen for some reason. When that happens, the Java 
Service Wrapper process which started & monitors the load balancer process, wi ll 
restart the load balancer process. We can also usc a process monitoring tool such as 
Moni t to monitor the log files, memory, disk usage & so on, and take remedial actions 
when anomalies are detected. 

3.14.2 Axis2 Application Process Failures 

Similar to the load balancer EC2 instance failure case, EC2 instances running Axis2 
\\'Orkcr nodes can also crash. In such a case, during the sanity check phase of the load 
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balancer Synapse task, the required number of instances will be started, and also 

additional Axis2 instances wi ll be started depending on the load. If state replication 

has been enabled, the state would also have been replicated to other nodes on the 

cluster, so the system can recover. In this case too, a cron job monitors the Axis2 

process and restarts failed Axis2 processes. The Java Service Wrapper process also 

restarts the Axis2 process if it ha~ frozen or failed . 

.., 
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